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Abstract—We present TopicView, an application for visually
comparing and exploring multiple models of text corpora.
TopicView uses multiple linked views to visually analyze
both the conceptual content and the document relationships
in models generated using different algorithms. To illustrate
TopicView, we apply it to models created using two stan-
dard approaches: Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Conceptual content is compared
through the combination of (i) a bipartite graph matching LSA
concepts with LDA topics based on the cosine similarities of
model factors and (ii) a table containing the terms for each
LSA concept and LDA topic listed in decreasing order of
importance. Document relationships are examined through the
combination of (i) side-by-side document similarity graphs, (ii)
a table listing the weights for each document’s contribution to
each concept/topic, and (iii) a full text reader for documents
selected in either of the graphs or the table. We demonstrate
the utility of TopicView’s visual approach to model assessment
by comparing LSA and LDA models of two example corpora.

Keywords-text analysis; visual model analysis; latent seman-
tic analysis; latent dirichlet allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [1] and Latent Dirich-

let Allocation (LDA) [2] are two popular mathematical

approaches to modeling textual data. Questions posed by

algorithm developers and data analysts working with LSA

and LDA models motivated the work described in this paper:

How closely do LSA’s concepts correspond to LDA’s topics?

How similar are the most significant terms in LSA concepts

to the most important terms of corresponding LDA topics?

Are the same documents affiliated with matching concepts

and topics? Do the document similarity graphs produced by

the two algorithms contain similar document clusters? How

well do document clusters found in their respective similarity

graphs match human-generated clusters?
LSA and LDA models, as well as many other factor

models of textual data, have much in common. They both

use bag-of-words modelling, begin by transforming text cor-

pora into term-document frequency matrices, reduce the high

dimensional term spaces of textual data to a user-defined

number of dimensions, produce weighted term lists for each

concept or topic, produce concept or topic content weights

for each document, and produce outputs that can be used

to compute document relationship measures. Yet despite

these similarities, the two algorithms generate very different

models. LSA uses singular value decomposition (SVD) to

define a basis for a shared semantic vector space, in which

the maximum variance across the data is captured for a fixed

number of dimensions. In contrast, LDA employs a Bayesian

model that treats each document as a mixture of latent

underlying topics, where each topic is modeled as a mix-

ture of word probabilities from a vocabulary. Furthermore,

although LSA and LDA outputs can be used in similar ways,

their output values represent entirely different quantities,

with different ranges and meanings. LSA produces term-

concept and document-concept correlation matrices, with

values ranging between −1 and 1 with negative values

indicating inverse correlations. LDA produces term-topic

and document-topic probability matrices, where probabilities

range from 0 to 1. Direct comparison and interpretation of

similarities and differences between LSA and LDA models

is thus an important challenge in understanding which model

may be most appropriate for a given analysis task.

Our approach is to move away from statistical compar-

isons and instead to focus on human consumable differences

relative to how these models are used. Although applications

may use a variety of metaphors to visualize document collec-

tions, including scatter plots [3], graphs [4], and landscapes

[5], all of these methods rely on document similarity mea-

sures to position documents within a visualization. These

representations are often combined with labels to identify

the topical or conceptual content of document groups [6].

Consequently, we focus our comparison on the document

relationships and conceptual categories identified by LSA

and LDA models.

In this paper we present TopicView, an application de-

signed to visually compare and interactively explore LSA

and LDA models from this user-based perspective. In Top-

icView, tabbed panels of linked views compare conceptual

content (i.e. concepts/topics) and document relationships;

both relationships between individual documents, and re-

lationships between documents and conceptual content. In

addition to describing the design and implementation of

TopicView, we also present some insights on differences

between LSA and LDA models gained using TopicView with

two small corpora.
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II. RELATED WORK

To assess how well existing methods model human se-

mantic memory, Griffiths et al. [7] compare generative

probabilistic topic models with models of semantic spaces.

They are concerned with a model’s ability to extract the

gist of a word sequence in order to disambiguate terms

that have different meanings in different contexts. This is

also related to predicting related concepts. LSA and LDA

are used as instances of these approaches and compared

in word association tasks. In contrast, our work focuses

on comparing the impact that model differences have on

visual analytics applications, using visualization to do the

comparison.

Collins et al. [8] combine tag clouds with parallel coor-

dinates to form Parallel Tag Clouds, an approach for com-

paratively visualizing differentiating words within different

dimensions of a text corpus. Word lists are alphabetical,

with word size scaled according to word weight. Similar

to parallel coordinates, matching terms are connected across

columns. Although we have similar goals in comparing term

lists, we feel that our approach of sorting terms by weight,

combined with scaling text luminance by weight, provides a

clear comparison of the relative significance of terms across

concepts and topics. This avoids the layout complications

and potential overlaps encountered when words are drawn

at vastly different scales.

III. MODELING APPROACHES USED IN THIS WORK

A. Latent Semantic Analysis

LSA computes a truncated SVD of a term-document

matrix [9], i.e., the collection of weighted term vectors asso-

ciated with the documents in a corpus of text. More specif-

ically, the k-dimensional LSA model of a term-document

matrix, A ∈ R
m×n, is its rank-k SVD,

Ak = UkΣkV T
k , (1)

where Uk ∈R
m×k, Σk ∈R

k×k, Vk ∈R
n×k contain the k leading

left singular vectors, singular values, and right singular

vectors, respectively. The k latent features, or concepts, are

linear combinations of the original terms, with weights spec-

ified in Uk. Documents are modeled as vectors in concept

space, with coordinates specified in Vk.

B. Latent Dirichlet Allocation

LDA is a hierarchical probabilistic generative approach

that models a collection of documents by topics, i.e., proba-

bility distributions over a vocabulary [2]. Given a vocabulary

of W distinct words, a number of topics K, two smoothing

parameters α and β , and a prior distribution over document

lengths (typically Poisson) – this generative model creates

random documents whose contents are a mixture of topics.

In order to use LDA to model the topics in an existing

corpus, the parameters of the generative model must be

learned from the data. Specifically, for a corpus containing D
documents we want to learn φ , the K×W matrix of topics,

and θ , the D×K matrix of topic weights for each document.

The remaining parameters α,β and K are specified by the

user. For the LDA models used in this paper, parameter

fitting is performed using collapsed Gibbs sampling [10] to

estimate θ and φ .

C. Document Similarity Graphs

To identify related documents, we compute the cosine

similarity between all pairs of documents. For LSA models,

these similarities are computed between the scaled document

vectors, i.e., the rows of VkΣk. For LDA models, they are

computed between the rows of θ . The similarities are stored

as a similarity matrix, which is then used as a weighted

adjacency matrix to construct a similarity graph. In this

graph, nodes represent documents and edges represent the

relationships between documents, weighted by similarity

scores. To support analysis of large corpora, only edge

weights above a threshold are used, leading to sparse sim-

ilarity matrices. Finally, graph layout methods are used to

represent clusterings of the documents, i.e., related nodes

are grouped together in the resulting graph layout.

IV. TOPICVIEW

TopicView loads a corpus of documents and uses both

LSA and LDA to generate models of the data. Shared pre-

processing produces a term-document matrix and a term

dictionary that serve as inputs to both algorithms. Identical

rank (LSA) and topic counts (LDA) are input to generate

matching numbers of concepts or topics in their respective

outputs. Outputs are run through the same cosine similarity,

edge threshold, and graph layout filters to produce document

similarity graphs. Our goal throughout this process is to limit

differences to just those attributable to the two algorithms.

Conceptual content and document relationships are visu-

alized using separate tabbed displays. Views are designed to

enable exploration of progressively more detailed relation-

ships from the corpus level down to individual document

text. For consistency, LSA-generated components are always

displayed in blue and appear on the left (left nodes in the

bipartite graph, left-most columns in tables, and the left

document similarity graph), whereas LDA-generated model

components are displayed in red and appear on the right.

A. Exploring Conceptual Content

At the highest level, we want to know how concepts

compare to topics, without getting into the details of the

ideas represented by either one. A bipartite graph provides

an abstract overview of these relationships by connecting

concepts and topics with weighted edges. Conceptual con-

tent is represented by the relative strengths of the terms

within each concept/topic. Although we cannot directly com-

pare the weightings assigned to individual terms between
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concepts and topics (i.e., correlations and probabilities), we

can visually compare the ordering and relative weighting of

their terms.

1) Bipartite Graph: Ideally, if there were a one-to-one

relationship between concepts and topics, we would want

a representation that made the correspondence explicit via

visual pairing. On the left side of the Conceptual Concepts

panel in Figure 1, the Bipartite Graph provides this pairing

by horizontally aligning strongly correlated pairs of concepts

and topics and connecting them with a line that is color-

coded based on the strength of the correlation).

Concept/topic similarities are calculated as follows:

i) Scale LSA’s left singular matrix by its singular values.

ii) Concatenate the result with LDA’s θ matrix.

iii) Compute the matrix of pairwise cosine similarities of

all rows of the concatenated matrix.

iv) Truncate the result to be just the upper right quadrant,

retaining only similarities between unique pairs of LSA

concepts and LDA topics.

v) Sort the truncated edge list in descending order.

The edge weights are color-coded from red (1) to black (0)

to blue (-1) to preserve the distinction between positive and

negative similarities.

Fixing the LSA node positions in their rank order to cap-

ture information about variance, we use a greedy approach

for placing LDA nodes relative to the LSA nodes. Nodes

are laid out in declining edge weight order so as to draw

the strongest similarities with horizontal edges.

We provide two interactive filtering mechanisms for re-

ducing the number of bipartitie graph edges shown, Degree
Threshold and Edge Weight Threshold, the controls for

Figure 1: Relationships between LSA concepts (blue) and LDA
topics (red) for the alphabet data set. The LSA concepts identify
the independent term sets in the data, whereas terms starting with
different letters are highly mixed across LDA topics.

which are visible at the bottom of the graph. Degree Thresh-
old independently controls the minimum vertex degree for

each side of the bipartite graph with a separate slider. Edges

are drawn in descending weight order so that strongest edges

are seen first (i.e., for degree 2, the two strongest are drawn).

Although the sliders control the minimum number of edges

coming from each node, some nodes (such as LSA node 0)

may exceed that minimum degree because of edges derived

from another node’s minimum edge count. Alternatively,

Edge Weight Threshold displays all of the edges whose

weights fall within a user specified range.

Nodes and edges in the bipartite graph are selectable,

with selections shown in green. Selecting an edge selects its

two end nodes. Nodes correspond to columns in the Term
Table and columns in the Document Table on the Document

Relationships panel. As shown in both Figures 1 and 2,

selection reduces the columns displayed in both tables to the

selected concepts and topics. Then, column adjacency can be

used to compare word lists in the Term Table and see which

documents contribute most heavily to those concepts/topics

in the Document Table. Clicking anywhere outside the graph

clears the current selection and restores the entire set of

columns.

2) Term Table: The terms associated with each con-

cept/topic, listed in decreasing order of importance, are pre-

sented in the Term Table on the right side of the Conceptual

Content panel in Figure 1. Text color provides an additional

cue about the relative weights of terms, varying from black

for the highest weights to light gray for the lowest. Since we

are most interested in distinguishing weighting differences

at the high end of the scale, we use a logarithmic mapping

that increases the number of luminance steps as we approach

black. Since the LSA and LDA ranges are independently

scaled based on their values, luminance differences can only

be directly compared within the same algorithm.

Individual terms within the table are selectable. Once se-

lected, each instance of that term within every concept/topic

is highlighted with a lighter background. The selection is

linked to the Document Text view, so that every instance of

the term within the selected documents is displayed in red.

B. Viewing Document Relationships

Document clustering as shown through Document Simi-
larity Graphs provides an alternative view of LSA and LDA

model differences. We informally define a cluster as a group

of documents with strong links between members of the

group and weak links outside the group. Although there is

a tendency to try to identify concepts/topics with clusters,

the weightings shown in the Document Table demonstrate

that document clusters frequently contribute in varying de-

grees to multiple concepts/topics (weightings spread across

rows). Similarly, concepts/topics typically include multiple

document clusters (weightings spread across columns). The

visual combination of the graphs and tables on the same
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panel enables the user to locate and select the documents

associated with either conceptual content or clusters, and

then to read their full texts in the Document Text view.

1) Document Similarity Graphs: We compute cosine sim-

ilarities for LSA using the right singular vectors, scaled by

the singular values. For LDA, we compute cosine similarities

using the θ matrix. This generates weights between every

document pair, so we reduce visual clutter by thresholding

edges. We want to keep the strongest links, while at the

same time providing some connectivity to all documents. We

determine which edges to keep on a document-by-document

basis as follows:

i) Sort the set of edges associated with each document

node in descending order by weight.

ii) Keep all edges with weights greater than a significance

threshold (we use 0.9).

iii) If the number of highly weighted edges for a document

is less than a specified count (5 in all of our examples)

continue adding edges in diminishing weight order until

that count is reached.

We use a linear time force-directed layout for the graphs.

As shown in the upper left corner of Figure 2, each document

is labeled with its ID and color-coded using a ground-truth

category. Edge color saturation indicates similarity weight,

with low values in gray and high values in red. Nodes and

edges can be selected, with selections drawn in white. The

LSA and LDA graphs are linked, so corresponding selections

are shown in both (note that some edges may exist in one

graph and not the other). The selected documents are also

highlighted in the Document Table and their full text is

displayed in the Document Text view.

Figure 2: For the alphabet data set, the Document Table and
Document Text views in the Document Relationships panel show
that LSA concept 0 contains only “o” documents (140-149),
whereas LDA topic 33 has a mixed set of weights for that cluster.

2) Document Table: The Document Table (lower left

Figure 2), shows the concatenation of the transpose of LSA’s

right singular vector, scaled by its singular values, with

LDA’s θ matrix. In a manner identical to the Term Table, the

values in the table are varied between black and light gray

to permit rapid visual scanning of rows and columns to find

darker, more highly weighted documents. This facilitates

comparisons of the relative significance of documents within

a set of concepts or topics. Selecting rows within the table

will highlight nodes in both graphs and display the selected

document contents in the Document Text view.

3) Document Text: Provides the full text contents of

multiple documents, selected using the Document Similarity
Graphs or the Document Table. Each document is displayed

as three fields: the document ID, the raw text of the

document, and a ground-truth categorical ID. If a term is

selected in the Term Table, that term is highlighted in red

throughout the raw text. When displaying longer documents

and multiple documents, the view can be scrolled.

V. CASE STUDIES

In this section, we present the results of using TopicView

to find similarities and differences between LSA concepts

and LDA topics generated from synthetic and real-world

corpora. The goals of the case studies include the following:

• Illustrate the use of TopicView for efficient navigation

of relationships between LSA concepts and LDA topics.

• Determine the relationship between LSA concepts and

LDA topics with respect to the most important terms

and overall term distributions associated with topically

related clusters of documents.

• Identify strengths of the different modeling techniques

(i.e., LSA and LDA) with respect to document cluster-

ing and model interpretability.

The LSA and LDA models were computed using the

ParaText library [11] from the open source Titan Informatics

Toolkit [12]. For LDA, we set α = 50 / K, β = 0.1, sampling

iterations = 1, and burn in iterations = 200.

Two data sets were used in the case studies. The first

case study used the artificial alphabet data set, in which the

terms in each cluster are entirely disjoint from one another.

The second case study used the DUC data set, a real-world

document collection in which terms and concept/topics over-

lap normally. Both data sets have human-generated cluster

labels, which are used to color-code the document groups

to identify how well the algorithms’ clusters match human-

generated ground truth.

The alphabet data set consists of 26 clusters containing

10 documents each. Each cluster consists of documents

made up exclusively of terms starting with the same letter.

The term set was constructed starting from a dictionary of

1000 words staring with the letter “a”. The other letters

of the alphabet were generated by prefixing each letter in

turn to this base set, resulting in a vocabulary consisting
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of 26000 terms. For each of the 10 documents from each

cluster, 100 terms were sampled with replacement from a

uniform distribution of the corresponding 1000 terms used

for that cluster. The result is a collection of document

clusters that are mutually exclusive with respect to the terms

used in the documents. Moreover, the terms belonging to

a particular cluster can be easily identified visually, as all

terms associated with a cluster start with the same letter.

The DUC data set is a collection of newswire docu-

ments from the Associated Press and New York Times that

were used in the 2003 Document Understanding Confer-

ence (DUC) for evaluating document summarization systems

[13]. The collection consists of 298 documents categorized

into 30 clusters, with each cluster containing roughly 10

documents focused on a particular topic or event.

A. Case Study Using Alphabet Data

As LSA concepts are, by definition, orthogonal latent

feature vectors, we expect that LSA should be able to model

each of the document clusters in the alphabet data set using

a single concept (i.e., one latent feature for each of the

sets of terms beginning with the same letter). Note that for

many real-world document collections the optimal number

of clusters is not known a priori and documents related to a

particular topic do not consist of terms unique to that topic.

However, the purpose of this study is to illustrate the use of

TopicView to identify differences in LSA and LDA models

when one model is able to exactly cluster the data.

Figure 3 presents TopicView’s Document Similarity
Graphs for the LSA (left) and LDA (right) models applied to

the alphabet data set. We see that the LSA model clusters the

alphabet data set well; there are 26 disconnected components

in the graph, and each component consists of nodes colored

with the same cluster label. On the other hand, the LDA

model is unable to partition the data, indicating strong rela-

tionships between all documents across the entire collection.

As shown in Figure 1, the Term Table on the Conceptual

Content panel can be used to better understand the model

Figure 3: Graphs depicting document relationships modeled using
LSA (left) and LDA (right) for the alphabet data set.

differences with respect to the term distributions within

the LSA concepts and LDA topics. Through selections in

the Bipartite Graph, the concept/topic columns have been

limited to the three LSA concepts associated with the largest

singular values (i.e., concepts 0, 1, and 2) and the most

related LDA topics in terms of cosine similarity (i.e., topics

33, 29, and 26, respectively). In the Term Table, we can see

that words beginning with “o”, “v”, and “e” are most highly

correlated with LSA concepts 0, 1, and 2, respectively. In

contrast, the terms with highest probability of being part of

LDA topics 33, 29, and 26 contain some terms beginning

with those letters, respectively, but in general there is no

clear connection to any particular document cluster. Further

investigation using the Document Table and Document Text

views in the Document Relationship panel confirm that

LSA models the clusters correctly; see Figure 2 for an

illustration of how these views are used to verify that only

“o” documents are related to LSA concept 0.

Once it was established that LSA is modeling the clusters

accurately and LDA is not, we used TopicView’s Bipartite

Graph view to identify relationships between LSA concepts

and LDA topics. Figure 4 shows the Bipartite Graph view

depicting relationships between LSA (blue nodes) and LDA

(red nodes) models in terms of cosine similarity between the

concept vectors (i.e., left singular vectors) and topic vectors

(i.e., rows of θ ), respectively. The left and right images in

the figure show the graph edges thresholded by degree and

edge weight, respectively. In both images, we see that all of

Figure 4: Graphs depicting conceptual contents relationships for the
alphabet data set modeled with LSA (blue nodes) and LDA (red
nodes) using a minimum degree threshold of 1 for LSA concept
nodes (left) and a minimum edge threshold of 0.1451 (right).
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the relationships between LSA concepts and LDA topics are

weak as indicated by the gray colors of edges (as opposed

to bright red edges that indicate very strong relationships).

The left image depicts the strongest connections for LSA

concepts (i.e., LSA degree threshold of 1 and LDA degree

threshold of 0). In this image, we can quickly see that there

are some LDA topics (e.g., 28, 41, 44, 46, and 49) that are

not at all related to the LSA concepts, each of which models

one of the document clusters. Furthermore, we see that

at an edge-weight threshold of 0.1451 (i.e., the maximum

threshold value for which all LDA topics are related to at

least one LSA topic), most of the LDA topics are more

strongly connected to several LSA concepts (i.e., relatively

high out degree on LDA topic nodes) before any one LDA

topic is related to LSA topic 10. This is a further indicator

that LDA is not capturing the term relationships within each

document cluster.

These outcomes are consistent with our expectations for

this synthetic data set. Because documents from different

clusters are entirely disjoint, each cluster is well approxi-

mated by a unique singular vector from the LSA model,

leading to high correlation between documents within a

cluster and very low correlation across clusters. Conversely,

this disjunction represents a very difficult case for LDA

implementations using collapsed Gibbs sampling. At an

intuitive level, these methods rely on co-occurrence of terms

between documents to guide a random walk toward more

probable topic configurations. In the alphabet data set, we

explicitly suppress term co-occurrence between clusters.

Moreover, the small document size (relative to dictionary

size) and uniform sampling strategy results in a low degree

of overlap between documents within a cluster. In such a

situation, the topics from LDA tend to be random with more

or less uniform term distributions.

B. Case Study Using DUC Data

The case study in the previous section was designed solely

to illustrate the use of the different components in TopicView

applied to a problem in which dramatic differences between

LSA and LDA models would exist. However, collections

of documents with topic clusters containing no overlap in

vocabulary do not appear often in real-world analysis appli-

cations. Even when corpora contain clusters of documents

across a wide range of disparate subject areas, there is a

large degree of overlap in vocabulary across documents in

different clusters. To investigate the relationships between

LSA and LDA modeling on such a real-world collection

of documents, we applied TopicView to the DUC data set.

Although the DUC data set contains subsets of documents

whose general topics appeared very different to the annota-

tors, we show how TopicView can be used to explore how

LSA and LDA models are similar in identifying clusters with

consistent term distributions across documents in particular

clusters, but different in how weak connections between

Figure 5: Graphs depicting document relationships modeled using
LSA (left) and LDA (right) for the DUC data set.

Figure 6: Graphs depicting conceptual content relationships for the
DUC data set modeled with LSA (blue nodes) and LDA (red nodes)
using a minimum degree threshold of 1 for LSA/LDA nodes (left)
and a minimum edge threshold of 0.1760 (right).

document clusters are modeled.

As in the previous case study, we start our analysis

of the relationships between the LSA and LDA models

by examining the document similarity graphs for the two

models (Figure 5). The LSA model (left graphs) results

in a graph with 14 disconnected components, 13 of which

match clusters identified by the human annotators. The larger

component located in the center of the layout indicates that

many of the clusters are related in their term distributions

to some degree. Note that there are many subgraphs which

correspond to true document clusters (as shown by the node

colorings in the largest component) that are connected by

one or two edges. Even without the node colors, the graph
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topology indicates that there are highly related documents

in these subgraphs and we can trace the connections be-

tween the subgraphs through specific documents by edges

connecting them.

Thus, we conclude that the LSA model provides a useful

clustering of the documents in the DUC data set. When using

the shared layout to view relationships between documents

as computed using the LDA model (Figure 5), we see that

there are many inter-cluster relationships identified. This

indicates that LSA and LDA are clearly modeling different

characteristics in the data. When the LDA-specific layout

is viewed, we get a much better sense of the clustering

produced by the LDA model; there are disconnected com-

ponents (indicating tight document clusters) and a similar

subgraph structure as the LSA model. Thus, we conclude

that the LDA model also provides a useful clustering.

However, TopicView can be used to visually explore in

more detail the similarities and differences between these

difference clusterings.

Figure 6 illustrates how TopicView’s Conceptual Content

Bipartite Graph views can be used to indicate relationships

between LSA concepts and LDA topics. Using the degree

(left) and edge weight (right) thresholding controls, we

see there is a strong, unique relationship between LSA

concept 0 and all LDA topics relative to the other pairwise

concept/topics relationships. This relationship is due to the

fact that LSA is modeling the statistical variance of terms

across the documents and thus LSA concept 0 acts as a

generic concept that summarizes all of the main interactions

between documents as a function of the terms appearing in

those documents [1].

Exploring beyond this unique relationship of LSA concept

0, we also see several cases where multiple LSA concepts

are strongly connected to a single LDA topic or vice versa.

Two such examples include (a) LSA concepts 9 and 11 being

strongly connected to LDA topic 44, and (b) LSA concepts

6 and 21 being strongly connected to LDA topic 36. The top

10 terms associated with the LSA concepts and LDA topics

that are part of the relationships in cases (a) and (b) are

shown in the top and bottom images in Figure 7, respectively.

In case (a), LSA concept 9 along with LDA topic 44

appear related to the cluster of documents about the Chilean

leader Pinochet, whereas LSA concept 11 has combined the

Pinochet cluster with clusters of documents about a dance

hall fire in Sweden and poitical unrest in Timor, which

do not appear related. Using TopicView’s Document Table

and Document Text views, though, we find that the full

LSA concept vectors for concepts 9 and 11 are negatively

correlated for all documents except those in the Pinochet

cluster and two other sets of documents, one related to the

political unrest in Timor (concept 13) and one related to war

crimes by Serbian leadership (21). Tracing the terms used

in those documents, we find that there are documents in the

DUC data set containing terms that span these apparently

Figure 7: Top 10 terms associated with the concepts/topics where
multiple LSA concepts are strongly connected to a single LDA
topic.

different concepts that account for the connections between

Pinochet and the Swedish fire and unrest in Timor. For ex-

ample, document 87 contains the terms “Pinochet,”, “Chile,”

“’Timor,” “Indonesia,” and “Britain”; and document 121

contains the terms “Spanish,” “fire,” “chile,” and “Britain”.

As discussed in Blei et al. [2], LDA handles polysemous

term usage much better than LSA (Chile the country versus

fire roasted chile versus a fire in Sweden). We conclude that

LSA is modeling the Pinochet cluster well with concept 9

as well as the more subtle, polysemous cross-cluster term

relationships between Pinochet, the Swedish fire and Timor

politics with concept 11.

Further inspection of LSA concept 21, which was identi-
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fied above as being related to concept 11, shows that it is

also involved in the multiple LSA concept, single LDA topic

relationships in case (b). Although LSA concepts 6 and 21

model the two clusters of documents about elections in Iran

and war crimes in Serbia well, these appear to be combined

in LDA topic 36. Following the same exploration performed

for case (a), we find that there are many documents in

different clusters regarding politics in different areas of the

world. These documents can be found by either exploring

the Document Similarity Graphs or by combined use of the

Document Table and Document Text views to identify term

relationships leading to the combined LDA topic.

We conclude from this case that LSA and LDA model the

most tightly coupled document clusters well (as indicated by

many strong horizontal edges in Figure 6), but model more

subtle relationships between documents (and thus clusters)

in different ways. Mathematically, we conjecture that this

is because LSA’s singular vectors involve both positive and

negative weights for a term. This lets components of one

concept “cancel out” components of another. By comparison,

the term weights in LDA topics are strictly positive: there

is no way to decrease a term’s probability by adding in

parts of other topics. Both of these approaches have their

individual strengths. By using TopicView, we were able to

quickly identify and explore these differences. Moreover,

using TopicView, we were able to specifically identify the

documents and terms that led to the model differences.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Using TopicView, we find that LSA concepts provide

good summarizations over broad groups of documents, while

LDA topics are focused on smaller groups. LDA’s limited

document groups and its probabilistic mechanism for de-

termining a topic’s top terms support better labeling for

document clusters than LSA concepts, but the document

relationships defined by the LSA model do not include

extraneous connections between disparate topics identified

by LDA in our examples.

In future work, we would like to explore other document

collections, where clusters share more or less vocabulary

overlap, to investigate the generality of the findings pre-

sented in the two case studies in this paper. With the

alphabet data set, we can easily do this by varying the

size of the vocabulary, the size and number of clusters,

and the amount of overlap between documents within and

across clusters. We would further like to explore additional

document modeling methods, including nonnegative matrix

factorizations (NMF) [14] and extensions to LDA that have

shown improved performance in document clustering appli-

cations, such as mixture of von Mises-Fisher models [15].
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